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Abstract

In tbAs paper we examine the consequences of changes to the bilateral agreement

which regulates air transport between Canada and the United States. A hubbing competition

model based on an n-player non-cooperative game is used to simulate six alternative

bilateral scenarios including the current positions of Canada and the UoS.. We find that

chan,ges to the biIateral does not have a significant effect on the total amount of traffic but it

does effect the distribution of traffic between countries and among carriers and airports.

For all scenarios up to cabotage both countries gain from the change in the bilateral. Two

key results of the modelling effort are the pronounced asymmetry with respect to market

shares attained by U.S. and Canadian airlh’aes in each others country under cabotage.

Canada can generally be expected to hub in smaller U.S. cities and therefore obtain less

than 1% of the U.S. domestic market while U°S. carriers would gain 40% of the Canadian

domestic market as major airports m Canada are relatively more accessibleJ3ffferent

bilateral policies have considerable and varying effects for different airports.Major capacity

investments are planned for both Pearson and Vancouver International and an assessment

of these investments should not be divorced from a decision regarding future bilateral

poIicy.Canada may wish to reevaluate their open skies position contained in the ’new

’bilateral’ proposal. The current U.S. proposal provides more benefits for Canada than the

current Canadian proposal Alternatively, CanaCa may wish to modify their open skies

proposal with ’fences’ established restricting access to major Canadian hubs at Toronto and

Vancouver just as Canadian airlines are restricted at major American hubs.



1.0 Introduction
In both the U.S. and Canada the domestic airline industries have been deregulated

in 1978 and 1988, respectively. The U.S. also moved to liberalize bilateral agreements in

1978. These agreements, among other things, allowed greater freedoms with respect to

capacities, fares, routes, multiple desig-nations and competition in scheduled markets. 1 This

new type of agreement was sig’ned by a number of countries but no5 Canada.

The primary agreement which regulated air ~xnsport (scheduled and non-

scheduled, passenger and cargo) between Canada and the U.S. was signed in 1966.2 It

established route schedules on specific routes3 (point to point) permitted to carriers in each

country. U.S. carriers were permitted to operate on I6 routes and Canadian carriers on 12.

The agreement also prevents one country from limiting the capacity, frequency or gauge of

aircraft used. Fares, on the other hand, required approval by both governments.4

In 1984, as Canada moved to significantly liberalize its domestic airIine industry, it

signed a new agreement with the U.S. governing regional, local and commuter air services.

The agreement was designed to reduce the time required for approval of applications and to

encourage greater transborder services at the local and regional level.5 A step to further

liberalize transborder air transport occurred in October of 1984 when the U.S. and Canada

jointly agreed on an experimental program in which designated carriers were given

automatic unrestricted access to Mirabel airport from any point(s) in the U.S. other than

special international gateways. There were liberal pricing provisions and no limit on the

number of designated carriers.

While ai1 the amendments to the 1966 Act and the agreements resulting from the

1984 liberalization policy moved in the direction of free trade in air services. Negotiations

to revamp the Canadian-U.S. bilateral in a more fundamented way are ongoing.

In January of 1988, Canada and the U.S. signed a "Free Trade" agreement

designed to gradually liberalize trade, across almost all goods and services, between the

1 See Dresner, Hadro,Ac and Tretheway (1988) for a full discussion.
2 This agreement has been amended on a number of occasions. It is similar in structure and content to the
Bermuda I agreement between the U.S. and U.K. in 1946.
3 This is more restrictive than a standard bilateml for air routes which would specify "points in Country A"
to specific "points in Country B" for service by a carrier from Country A.
4 Charter transport is governed by a separate agreement signed in 1976. It is more liberal than the
agreement governing scheduled traffic for capacity, fares and frequency° The U.S. carriers currendy dominate
the scheduled market with 65% while Canadian carriers have the bulk of the chafer market (Dresner et al.,
1988).
5 Route approval was automatic if 5 conditions were met: aircraft capacity 60 pax and payload 18,000 lbs;
the city-pa/r was not in the 1966 agreement; one city had to be less than 500,000 in Canada or 1 million in
he U.S.; stage length 400 mL in central Canada and 600 mi. elsewhere; currendy not served by carrier from
application originating country.
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two countries. A number of products were specifically excluded from the agreement

including transborder air transport.

In 1985, Canada and the U.S. exchanged ’concept’ papers on the Bilateral Air

Treaty as a prelude to future negotiations, and to maintain the "spirit" of the free trade

negotiations. The two concept papers were markedly different. Canada, the bastion of

conservatism in such matters, proposed essentially an open skies pohcy for North America.

It advocated complete freedom (in services and factors of production) incIuding cabotage

but did not specifically address pricing and non-scheduled services.6 The U.S. concept

paper was far less radical. It proposed a free trade market in which carriers would be

permitted to serve any city-pair market which crossed the border. This clearly ruled out

cabotage.

The Canadian position was driven by the idea that "open sides" would allow

CaJaachan carriers to compete with U.S. carriers on a more equal footing. Without this

concept, U.S. carriers, it was argued, had a smacmral advantage and could easily extend

spokes into Canada to collect traffic to U.S. hubs and distribute it over the rest of theft"

system. Pre-clearance also provided American carriers with a competitive advantage.7

The U.S. was loath to adopt the Canadian concept primarily because it would

establish a precedent which other carriers in other countries could demand and follow. In

the case of both Canada and the U.S., refusal to accept the other countries concept was

based on the protection of the domestic airhne industry. Either proposal, it was

hypothesized, would increase service and competition on transborder markets and would

therefore benefit consumers. However, there is also some probability that some smaller

markets may have service reductions while others would gain direct service to the U.S..

"Ibis latter outcome could result in a serious shift of passengers away from Canadian

carriers.8

This research investigates the effects of changes in the current bilateral to adopt

either the Canadian or U.S. concept. A model of airline hub competition is applied to the

domestic North American air travel market to assess the impact of changes in the rules

governing transborder air services. Hub competition is portrayed as an n-player, non-

cooperative, game between a set of profit maximizing airlines. The model is used to find

competitive equilibria under six different bilateral agreements and three different scenarios.

6 The paper stared route agreements should be the centerpiece of any final solution.
7 As Dresner et al. (1988) point out, the route agreements in the Canadian concept paper would effect
solutions to other issues such as non-scheduled service, pricing and all-cargo service.
8 The service reductions result from a decrease in frequency to the domestic hub as traffic is diverted from
the hub to direct O-D service, For example, feed service from London to Toronto may decrease if direct
service were offered to select destinations in the U.S°
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In Section 2 the impact of hubbing as a key component of competitive strategy is

discussed. The model which wil! be used to simulate the alternative policies is described in

section 3 as are the data used in the simulations° Section 4 contains a discussion and

comparison of the results and the implications for public policy. The conclusions are

contained in Section 5.

2.0 Hubbing as a Competitive Strategy
AIthough deregulation brought about many changes in the way in which the air

c~m-ier industry was organized and services delivered~ the most significant has been the

move to a hub and spoke system° In the U.S. there are in excess of 50 hub and spoke

systems, operated by 25 different carriers and dis~buted among 30 different airports.

I--IubbLng is one of the most influential consequences of deregulation. It represents a

key tenet of any airline’s corporate strategy because k both reduces costs and conveys

market power. The incentive to hub increases with the size of the market because cost

savings rise with market size and rents from ’to’ passengers also increase with market size.

In a hub-and-spoke system, passengers with the same origin (destination) but different

destinations (origins) benefit from consolidation on the same spoke. Hubbing allows the

realization of an increase in economies of traffic density. In an n point system, for e×anapte,

a carrier providing direct service would have n2-n links whereas a carrier with a hub can

provide one stop service for each city-pair with n-1 links. For a given level of traffic, there

has been an n fold increase in u’affic density on each linko This means the ’expected~ total

travel time is less because of the higher number of flights per day.

I.n one n city network there are n(n- 1)2 potential city pairs, adding one city

increases the number of city-pairs by n, and the total traffic required to support an

additional fight to a hub can be small The consolidation of passengers from many origins

(destinations) on a singIe spoke can lead to use of a larger aircraft, more frequency, or 

higher toad factor. Indeed, in the absence of consolidation, there may not be sufficient

demand to offer ser,Ace independently. The ability to offer more flights, for example, may

also generate demand for airline service along the routes of which the spoke is a part.

Meyer and Oster (1984) found the elasticity of demand with respect to scheduled departures

to be appro×imately .6. Thus increasing departures on a route from 20 to 25 would be

associated wi~ a 15% increase in the number of passengers.

The hubbing strategy offers the airline cost advantages. Hubbing results in an

increase in frequency and volume along a spoke and thereby increases the density on each

route. This can result in significant cost savings since Lncreased der~ty reduces unit cost.

Gillen, Oum and Tretheway (1986) found significant economies of density m the Canadian

airline industry. The cost elasticities were found to be °83 in Canada and .81 in the U.S..
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Recent work by McShan and Windie (1989) focus on the impact of network costs of hub-

and-ospoke systems holding density constantl9 Cost savings at the network level could arise

from the ab~ty to consolidate operations at one or a few hubs. Hubbing allows greater

efficiency and coordination. 10

McShan and Windle (1989) found the elasticity of unit cost with respect to hubbing

was. 11. In addition they found that density economies increase when hubbing is formally

accounted for in the cost regression. The density elasticity changes from .81 to .74. They

also found cost savings from hubbing increase with increases in hub size. For example, if

one city has 20% more O-D passengers than another, cost savings are approximately 9%

higher. 11

Insofar as airline hubbing achieves economies through generation of links with high

traffic volume, it is expected that the large U.S. domestic market will confer a competitive

advantage for U.S. air carriers in transborder competition with Canadian airlines. The U.S.

market is significantly larger than Canadas’ (about 14 times larger) as are the size 

cazriers. Canada has two major carriers while the U.S. has 6. Air Canada had 1987

revenues of approximately 0_.$3 billion while the largest U.S. major had revenue of C$10

bilhon and the smaller ones revenues greater than C.$ bilhon. In the U.S. the propensity to

travel is approximately twice that in Canada and the markets are spread out. Canada has

two or three hub airports, the top ten airports account for 80% of all airport activity in

Canada and lie within close proximity of the U.S. border, while the U°S. has

approximately 125 "hubs" 12 classified by the FAA as small, medium and large.

3.0 Methodology
Hub competition is portrayed as an n-player, non-cooperative game, in which the

airlines are viewed as profit rn~ximizing firms. In order to make the equilibrium solution

empirically tractable it is necessary to reduce the strategy sets and concenwate upon those

strategies which relate to hub-Competition rather than general airIine competition.

9 The cost savings from exploiting economies of density represent a movement along the cost function
while network cost savings represent a shift of the function.
10 Hubbing does result in discontinuous arrivals or banks of aircraft and may create peaking problems.
1 i Hubbing can also increase profits because of the ability of dominant carriers to raise fares. The rents are
attributable m the monopoly or increase in market power arising from the effective barrier to entry at
"fortress" hubs. Ah’port access constraints from both airside and groundside slots prevent new entrants or
existing carriers from constructing new hub and spoke systems at existing hub airports. For passengers who
are not O-D from a hub and have a choice of hub airports, this is not a problem since "hubs" compete for
passengers. Passengers which are ’to’ passengers have fewer substitutes and the carriers exploit this
inelasticity. Buffer and Huston (1987) found, for example, that fares on ’to’ mutes using St. Louis as a hub
were ,t7-57% higher than on ’through’ mutes. Thus hub dominance can improve profitability due to the rent
from the ’to’ portion of the market.
12The term "hub" as used by the FAA refers to airports with a significant mle in the commercial air
transport system. Not all "hubs" are connecting hubs.
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In assessing the implications of the alternative bilateral, it is important to focus the

analy~s on the airline attributes that are most likely to be sources of comparative advantage

in ~ansborder competition. Many potentially significant variables can be neglected on the

grounds that, given the high mobility of factors between the U°S, and Canada, there is little

mason to believe that the airlines of either country will have a significant advantage with

regard to them. Factors that fall into this category include aircraft, fuel, and labor.

Two variables, however, are at once competitively significant and subject to

barriers which may prevent or limit their full equalization. The frost is access to routes.

Under the current bilateral, this differential access is exphcifly provided through the

limitation of transborder services of either nation’s airlines to a limited set of routes, and the

prohibition of cabotage fights. The bilateral proposals of both countries would reduce

market access differences. Under the Canadian proposal, they would be complete!y

eliminated, while the U.S. proposal would eliminate restrictions on transborder market

access but retain an important form of differentiation through the prohibition on cabotage.

Second, Canadian and U.S. airlines are differentiated with regard to their access to

hubs in each other’s countries. This form of differentiation derives in part from the first

because domestic feed traffic, and therefore cabotage fights, is essential to the viability of a

hub. Differential hub access would also result, at least in the short term, from the shortage

of existing facilities or their control by incumbent airlines.

The analysis, therefore, focussed on these two potential sources of comparative

advantage and the impacts of alternative bilaterals upon them. To isolate upon the route and

hub access differences, the competitive interaction among a set of stylized, one hub,

airlines that are differentiated only with respect to the hub location and route access, was

modeled. The model finds states of competitive quasi-equilibrium between a pre-defined set

of such airlines. A given airline is characterized by the location of its hub, the

characteristics of the aircraft in its fleet, and a set of constraints on the service frequencies it

may offer from its hub to other points in the system. The model determines the profit-

maximizing set of frequencies for each airline, given the frequencies of the other airlines in

the system. A cobweb algorithm is used to search for states of competitive equilibrium in

which all airlines have profit-maximizing frequency vectors. The method of comparative

statics is then applied to assess the impact of alternative bilateral terms, or of any other

system change that can be reflected in the model inputs, on the equilibrium state.

This approach is admittedly a simplification of actual airline competition. In fact,

the dimensions of competition incIude fares, seat availability, service quality and comfort,

and a host of other variables, as well as flight frequency. Yet flight frequency has long

been recognized as one of the significant competitive weapons in scheduled air
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trans3xrr~tion. Furthermore, flight frequency is the one variable most closely tied to the

hubbing phenomenon: the primary benefit of funnelling traffic through a hub is to support

high frequency service by supplementing locally originating passenger flow with

coxmecting feed. Having accomplished this, airlines may well choose to capitalize on it

through charging higher fares or by some other means, but these may be viewed as second

order effects stemming from the initial frequency advantage. Consequently, a model that

focuses on airline frequency competition can be expected to capture the most fundamental

asg~cts of airline hub competition, while being simpler and computationaily more

manageable than a model incorporating a broader range of competitive variables.

Figure 1 illustrates a ’full’ model of airline profit in which fare, frequency and

aim,-’raft type ali affect the comparative advantage of the carrier as well as costs,13 Figure 2

shows the simplified profit model in which market share is a function of frequency

va~ables only. Fare and market size are assumed to be exogenously determined by basic

technological and socioeconomic factors. Fare, market size and frequency act together to

determine traffic and revenue. Traffic and frequency, on the other hand, combine to

determine the required number of seats per aircraft, which combined with stage length

determine the appropriate aircraft types. Aircraft costs are then determined from the traffic,

the frequency, and the operating economics of the chosen aircraft.

In essence, therefore, the sknpIification from the full profit model is threefold.

Fares and market size are treated parametrically, while aircraft type is portrayed as

endogenous. These assumptions are compfimentary. It is more reasonable to assume that

market size is constant when fares in any given market are not allowed to vary.14

The final set of simplifying assumptions pertains to the demand side. As

akeady noted, total passenger demand is assumed exogenous or equivalently completely

inelastic with respect to both price and service quality.15 Airlines therefore compete for

market share and the dimensions of competition do not effect the size of the market. The

market share competition is assumed to involve only non-stop or one-stop single carrier

13 Fare, frequency, and aircraft type all affect the atmaetiveness of the airline’s service. Service attractiveness
determines the airline’s market share and the total size of the market, and hence the traffic. Fare and traffic,
in turn, detemahae airline revenue, while traffic, frequency, and aircraft type determine airline cost.
14 Similarly, it is more plausible to maintain constant fares because adequate capacity on all segments is
assured, eliminating the need to "toll off" excess traffic.
15 This is relaxed in a fashion as the simulmSons contain an assumed exogenous market growth of 50%.
This presumes that the growth is linear in all markets so relative market size does not change.
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services, and. because of the adequate capacity assumption, is assumed to be unaffected by

limitations in seat availability and therefore by network loadings.

The model outlined above can be more formally expressed by assuming a set P of

points with np the number of points in the set. Demand is assumed to be given by the
symmenSc matrix {Qij }. The game is defined by identifying the set of players in terms of

their strategy, sets and payoff functions. Each player is contained in one of np classes,

numbered 1 to np. Airlines (players) in class k, l<k<np are airIines which have a hub and

spoke network with their hub at location k. These airlines have a strategy which is defined

as an np dimensional vector of frequencies ~ = (’o1, .... "Ok-l,0,’Ok+l .... "Unp). Element i in

this vector is contained in the set {0, [tCmin,~imax] }, where ~imin is the minimum

frequency necessary to preserve some market presence, and ~ is the maximum

fr~Luency allowed. The profit functions of airlines in class k can be represented as:

np np

[ Skj’sns(vj, Lij) + (1 - j)’ShS(vj,vi,Djk+ D -Dij,Lij) } "Fij’Q0

np ( np

-2~, C Vh"~ [Skj’SnS(vj,Lij) + (1-Skj)’ShS(Vj,VhDjk+I~k-Dij,I4j)]-Qij,Dij
i=1 \ j=l

i~:k j~i

where uij is the frequency between i and j

Fij is the fare in market ij
Sns (-) is the market share of a non-stop service in ij, a function of service
frequency and the level of competition from other airlines, Lij

Qij is the demand in market ij
C(-) is the cost, a function of frequency of service, passengers carried, and
market distance, Dij

8kj=l ifk=j and 0 otherwise
shs(-) is the market share of a hubbed service in ij, a function of the
frequencies from the hub to i and j, the circuity of the muting, Dik+Dkj-Dij,
and the level of competition from other airlines

To operationalize this game, it is necessary to define the functions sns(’), shs(’),
and C(.) as weU as Fij.

The market share model assumed a logit form, so the market share of service m in

O-D market ij is defined as:

9



S~ = exp(V~)/~ exp(V~)

where S~ is the share of aitemafive m in market ij and V~ is the detemfirfisfic utility of

alternative m for travellers in market ij. V~ was specified as a l~.ear combination of fare

and service quality variables.

The airline cost model reflects al! costs directly or indirectly relating to the provision

of aircraft service on a particular link. The basic form of the model was:

C(v,Q,D) = v-Cf(S(Q,Rd),D)

where "0 is the frequency of service;
Q is the link passenger flow per flight
D is the great circte distance;
cf(.) is the operating cost per flight, a function of aircraft size and segment
Iength;
S(-) is the number of seats per flight, a function of the average passengers
per flight and the average number of denied flights per passenger,
R(-) is the maximum flight denial rate per passenger

Parameter estimates developed by Hansen (1989) were used in calibrating the cost

function used in the analysis.

The average fare model used was:

F/D = o~ + ~3/D + 8/I)2

where F is the gross fare ($);
D is the great circle market distance (miles);

oq [3 and 8 axe parameters to be estimated.

3.1 Input Data

In order to implement the above approach, information on o-d passenger traffic and

market fares and mode!s of airline market share and operating cost were required. Canada-

to-Canada and Canada-to-U.S. passenger traffic were obtained from Transport Canada.

This source provides passenger volumes for the top 155 Canadian domestic markets and

the top 230 transborder ones, representing appmximately 90% of the total traffic of each

type. U.S.-to-U.S. passenger traffic volumes were based on the U.S. department of

transportation 10% survey of passenger flight coupons. Data were obtained for all markets

involving the 124 communities designated as small, medium or large hubs by the Federal

10



Aviation Administration. These communities accounted for 97.6% of total passenger

enplanements in the U.S..

To reduce the computational burden, the number of points in the system was

reduced by merg~mg smaller cities into zones. In the resulting system, the 48 Canadian

points included in the original o-d table were reduced to 14 points, 8 of which represent

aggregates of smaller points. Similarly, the 124 U.S. points originally considered was

reduced to 38 points, 8 of which actually represent aggregates. The manner in which the

aggregations were treated by the model are somewhat different. In the case of Canada,

where the communities being aggregated are very small, it is assumed that a regional airline

would be feeding traffic from all points in a given cluster to a single airport where service

from the hub airlines considered in this model would be available. On the other hand, the

points being clustered on the U.S. side are too large to justify this assumption. Rather it is

assumed that points within a cluster are sufficiently similar in size and location that each

airline can be constrained to offer identical service to each without substantial reduction to

its true optimum, unconstrained profit.

Market fare data are less readily available than market demand data, particularly

when it is the average fare, rather than the those of the various service classes, that is

required. The DOT survey is the only source available. The fares used in the model were

derived from regressing average fares in a sample of U.S. domestic markets against

relevant market characteristics. Although several explanatory variables, including

concentration, traffic density, and business/pleasure orientation, were tested, only those

variables involving distance were found to be statistically significant. The preferred fare

model is summarized in Table 1. It was applied across all three types of markets, both

because of the lack of availability of data and the expectation that under any contemplated

re~llatory scenario, fares would be sufficiently deregulated to eliminate significant fare

differentials based on market type.

Table 1
Fare Model Parameter Estimates

Estimated
P.arametcr ~ ~tandard Error
Constant 74.7 4.00
Distance (miles) 0.066 0.0067
I/Distance -2267 206

R2=0.73
Number of Observations=205

11



The market share model is based on observed passenger counts, fare and

service characteristics for 205 UoS. domestic markets. The passenger counts and fares

were derived from the DOT 10 per cent survey, while the service characteristics were

obtained from the Official Airline Guide. An extended discussion of the model is found in

Hansen (1989). It is a lo~t model estimated using a modified version of a weighted least

squares technique due to Berkson (1944). Estimated parameters of the model are presented

in Table 2. The results imply that non-stop services, when available, are vastly more

popular with travelers. They aIso indicate a strong "s-curve" effect for non-stop services,

wherein airlines with high frequency shares attain supmproportional market shares, and a

significant penalty for hubbed services involving circuitous itineraries.

Table 2

Route Choice Model Parameter Estimates

Independent Estimated
Vari~bl~ (parameter) Valo~ Standard Error

In(maximum hub
frequenc--y) 0.33 0.14
In(minimum hub
frequency) 0.78 0.10
In(direct
frequency) 1.29 0.17
direct service
utility 2.72 0.81
fare in $ -0.0045 0.0010
distance in
miles -0.0029 0.00026

R2=0.74
Number of Observations=271

The airline cost model assumes that airlines will deploy enough seats to

accommodate forecast passenger traffic. To put this concept into practice, a function which

finds, for a given value of passengers per flight, the number of seats per flight necessary in

order to provide a "low" rate of denied flights per passenger.16 The airer"dt or

combination of aircraft that provides this number of seats was then used as the basis of the

cost calculation. The aircraft considered included the Boeing 737-200, 727-200, 767-200,

and 747-200. In addition, a small jet aircraft was employed in some of the model runs, as

discussed below. Cost data for the aircraft were obtained for the DOT form 41 data and

16 This function was based on the analysis of Douglas and MiIler (I974).
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from the CAB Large Aircraft Costing System. These sources were used to develop a finear

model of cost, based on a fixed cost per departure and a distance varying cost. The cost

parameters used, as well as assumed seating capacities and maximum stage lengths, are

shown in Table 3.

Table 3

Aircraft Cost and Performance Characteristics

Aircraft Capacity Range Cost/Dep. Cost/AC Mile
Type (seats) (statute miles) (U.S. $) (U.S. $)
B737 110 1000 1383 3.90
B727 160 1500 1930 5.08
B767 220 3500 2808 6.37
B747 400 5000 5980 i2.56
"Regional Jet" 50 500 1019 2.76

Note: "Regional jet" available ortly on selected runs, see text.

3.2 Scenario and Policy Representation

The model was used to find competitive equilibria under six different bilateral

agreements and three different scenarios. The six bilateral agreements considered are

described in Table 4. They range from the status quo to a policy of complete deregulation,

including cabotage rights. The three scenarios included a baseline corresponding to 1986, a

growth scenario in which the 1986 traffic levels are increased 50 per cent, and a growth,

small jet scenario in which a 50-seat jet is added to the fleet, assuming again a 50 per cent

demand increase over the baseline. Each bilateral alternative was evaluated under each

scenario, resulting in a total of 18 model runs.

Within the framework of the model, a given bilateral is represented by constraints

on airfine frequency vectors which force frequencies to zero on unauthorized tmnsborder

routes, and by the set of airlines included in the system. Some simplification was required

to fit the current bilateral into this framework, because many of the routes it authorizes

specify both intermediate and terminal points, whereas the model treats all non-stop

segments independently. In these cases, the most important U.S. and Canadian cities on

the route were generally used to define the authorized transborder segment.
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Table 4

Bilateral Agreement Description

Scenario or
Bilateral Alternative

2

3

4

5

6

A

B

C

Description

Status Quo. Only transborder services explicitly permitted under
current bilateral.

Gateway Designation. Each country designates a set of airports
to which transborder service is permitted. Any transborder
segment between two designated airports can be served by either
nation’s airlines.

Open Skies without cabotage. Any transborder segment can be
served by either nation’s airlines.

Open Skies with Canadian cabotage. Same as 3, but with
Canadian airlines allowed to serve U.S. domestic segments.

Open Skies with U.S. cabotage. Same as 3, but with U.S.
amines allowed to use Camadian domestic segments.

Full Open Skies. No service restrictions.

stares quo

50% growth assumed

50% growth and introduction of Regional Jet

The set of airlines, which is based on the hubs existing in the 1985-86 time period,

is shown in Table 5. There are more hub airlines than actual airlines because most actual

airlines have more than one hub. Indeed, to hold the set of competitors to a reasonable

number, some of the smaller U.S. hubs from which service to Canada is not a realistic

possibility were excluded.

The baseline period hubs were used for all runs except those in which cabotage is

hypothesized. Under cabotage, it is assumed that additional hubs would develop as a

14



Table 5

Hub Airlines Included in Simulation

Airlines
Location(Code) Number of Hubs O~radng in t985/86

Caru~_dian Airlines
Calgary 1 CP
Montreal 1 AC
Toronto 1 AC
Vancouver 1 CP
Milwa~lkee1 1 --
Portland ORI 1 --
TampaI 1 --

Uni;:ed States Airiines
Atlanta 2 DL, EA
Boston 1 DL
Buffalo I AL
Charlotte I PI
Chicago 2 UA, AA
Cincinnati 1 DL
Cleveland 1 AL
Dallas 2 AA, DL
Detroit I NW
Denver 2 UA, CO
Los Angeles 1 UA
Houston 1 CO
Minneapolis 1 NW
New York/Newark 1 PE
Philadelphia 1 AL
Pittsburgh 1 AL
St. Louis ! TW
Salt Lake City 1 WA
San Francisco 1 UA
Seattle I NW
Waskin~on 1 UA
Toronto 1 1 --
Vancouver1 1 --

i. Airline included in cabotage runs only

consequence of U.S. airlines moving into Canada and vice versa. The location of these

hubs, however, is a matter of some speculation. It was postulated that U.S. and Canadian

ca.’,~ers would behave somewhat differently in this respect. Canadian airlines, inhibited by

aixport access and capacity constraints and the strength of their larger U.S° rivals, are
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assumed to establish hubs in smaller cities which are currently not hub locations. U.S.

airlines, emboldened by their greater size, facing fewer airport access barriers and at the

same time a much smaller set of viable possibilities, are assumed to choose the most

strategic Canadian points as their hub iocations.17

3.3 Comparison with Actual System

The equilibrated model system under the baseline scenario and status quo bilateral policy

with the observed system for the 1985-86 baseline period, were compared. As the bases for

comparison three values were used: the actual and model passengers and flights per week on the

transborder segments; second, the actual and model market shares of Canadian and U.S. airlines

on these segments and third, the actual and model enplanements at major Canadian and U.S..

3.4 Airport Traffic

Figure 1 plots predicted and observed enplanements per week for U.S. and Canadian hub

airports. 18 In general, the model tracks the observed system fairly well. The model tends to

underpredict enplanements because of the failure to include international waffle other than

between Canada and the U.S. in the system. Underestimation of enplanements at U.S. airports

is further exacerbated by an incompleteness of the nominal "10 per cent" sample upon which the

U.S. o-d table is based.

At several airports, however, underreporting is more severe° The U.S. airports in this

category include New York, Charlotte, Pittsburgh, Minneapolis and Salt Lake City. The results

for New York derive from the absence of international traffic m the model. All of the others are

cities with limited local markets used as major connecting hubs. From the results, it appears that

these cities have comparative advantages for hub operations that are not captured by the model.

Such advantages could have several possible sources, including historical affinities with the

airlines serving them, lower levels of terminal congestion and delay, and lower operating costs.

Ano~er possible explanation is that airlines operating hubs in iocations with comparatively thin

local markets are able to offer more attractive connecting services at a given level of service

frequency.

Predicted and observed enplanements for Canadian hubs show good agreement, subject

to the underprediction resulting from the absence of international traffic. The level of

17 In this period this is not an unrealistic assumption for either Toronto or Vancouver. Currently, U.S.
carriers face the same constraints a~ Toronto as Canadian carriers do at major U.S airports.
18 A line representing perfect prediction is also drawn on the chart, which is scaled logarithmically to
improve resolution.
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underprediction seems to correlate well with the significance of international traffic to the airport,

with Vancouver underestimated the most and Calgary the least.

3..5 Segment Traffic

Figures 2 and 3 plot estimated versus actual transborder passengers on a segment by

segment basis. In Figure 2, the Canadian terminus of the se~nent is iliustrated, while in Figure 3

it is the U.S. terminus. 19 Predicted and observed segment flog’ values have fairly close central

tendencies. Correlation between these values is fairly high, but less strong than that for airport

enplanements.

Figure 2 indicates that the accuracy of the model varies with the Canadian terminus.

Montreat and Toronto segments are, for the most part, predicted fairly accm’ately, while

predictions for Calgary and Vancouver are somewhat less reliable. The accuracy of individual

forecasts for segments terminating at other Canadian airports varies widely, but their overall

pattern suggests that the model is least reliable for this group. In general, therefore, model

accuracy seems to vary with airport importance on the Canadian side.

Figure 3 indicates a similar panem for the U.S. terminal points of the segments. The

rnodeI performs well for segments terminating in Chicago, Boston, and New York, and least

well for segments terminating at points in the "Other" category--those with service to only one

Canadian destination. In addition, traffic on longer segments tends to be

19 The 45-degree line segments again represents perfect prediction.
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overpredicted, while that on shorter segments is often underpredicted. This pattern is probably
the result of the use of one-stop direct services in the actual sysmm, which has the effect of
shifting passengers originating at more distant points to wansborder segments terminating at

points closer to the border.
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Comparison of market shares of U.S. and Canadian airlines reveals that the model

exaggerates the dominance of the former. Overall, U.S. airlines are predicted to have 76% of

total transborder flights while the actual share is 64%. This discrepancy has several possible

explanations. First, the mode/assumes that Canadian airlines have no feed at U.S. points,

whereas in fact some feed is available to these amines. Second, the model does not consider

transpacific and transatlantic markets in which Canadian airlines draw substantial numbers of

U.S. passengers. Third, the model does not account for limitations on competitive behavior

arising either from formal biJateral restrictions intended to curb competitive imbalance, or from

voluntary restraint on the part of U.S. airlines intent on avoiding the imposition of such

restrictions. Finally, Canadian airlines may have certain comparative advantages--for example

bet::er access to Canadian travelers or reputations for higher service quality--that are not

considered in the model.

Although the model exaggerates the extent to which U.S. airlines dominate the

transborder market, the general pattern of their strategic advantage matches that observed in the

acmat system. Figures 4 and 5 display the relationship between flight shares and segment flow

shares for U.S. and Canadian amines for the model and actual systems.20 The model and actuai

relationships both have the familiar "S" shape, and appears also to have approximately the same

degree of "bend".

Figure 4

Flight Share vs. Pax Share--Model System
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20 The model explicitly incorporates a market share but not a segment share relationship, so that the latter
is to be viewed as a model outcome rather than an a priori assumption.
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Figure 5
Flight Share vs. Pax Share--Actual System
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Figures 6 compares model and predicted Canadian shares of passengers and flights on

transborder segments. Consistent with the aggregate resuits, the model tends to underpredict

Canadian airlLne segment shares. In parfcular, there are several cases in which the model

predicts that the U.So airhne wouId drive the Canadian airline from the market as a consequence

Figure 6
Model vs. Actual Canadian Transborder Segment Share
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of its vastly stronger feed, when in fact this does not occur. Nonetheless, there does appear to

be a reasonable degree of correlation between the predicted and actual level of U.S. dominance.
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This is particularly evident ha the ability of the mode1 to forecast semments in which, contrary to

the general pattern, the Canadian airline predominates. Such markets generally involve a

Canadian city which is stronger as a connecting hub than its U.S. counterpart, Toronto--Miami

for example.

In summary, the model results track the actual system fairly closely with regard to total

sepnent flights and passenger voIumes on transborder segments. There is, however, a

systematic tendency to overpredict the competitive dominance of U.S. airlines. This is the result

either of a tendency of the regulatory environment to curb unbridled competition, or of

comparative advantages for Canadian airlines not accounted for in the model. Even with this

discrepancy, however, there is a clear correlation between the patterns of dominance displayed in

the model results and in the actual system.

4.0 Assessment of Alternative Bilateral Policies
In this section, the model results for the six policy alternatives and three scenarios

defined ha Section 2 are compared. Because the model simulates the system at a detailed

lew=l, a vast quantity of information concerning the predicted impacts of the different

policy-scenario combinations is obtained. To structure the comparison of these impacts,

resldts are analyzed at three levels--gIobal, regional, and local--and impacts are divided into

those induced from policy change, those deriving from scenario variation, and "cross-

impacts" dependent on the combination of po!icy and scenario changes.

4.1 Overall Assessment

The global assessment focuses on the characteristics of the system as a whole, such

as :he total passenger traffic and its distribution among U.S. and Canadian airlhaeso Table 6

below presents the total ntmaber of enplanements, indexed so that the baseline enplanement

level equals 100o Line A of Table 6 shows that in general we shouId expect a very small

impact in the tom/number of enplanements in the system with the application of different

bilateral policies. The biggest difference, 0.86% comparing with scenario 1A, is observed

when a completely open skies policy with U.S. and Can~ian airlines hubbing in Canada

and U.S., respectively, are applied - scenario 6A. Since the level of demand, total number

of origin-destination passengers travelling within the system, is constant for all scenarios in

line A, the interpretation of these results is that the open sky policy slighdy decreases the

total number of connecting passengers. This occurs because the number of hubs in the

system increases: in general, more hubs leads to less hubbing since the new hubs are

former "spokes." An increase of 50% in the tom/level of demand-line B of Table 6--also

reduces the relative number of connecting passengers within the system as more markets

become able to support non-stop service. Neither of these impacts, however, is
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Table 6

Total Enplanements Index

1 2 3 4 5 6
A 100.00 99.95 99.94 99.64 99.96 99.i4
B 148o94 148.88 148.90 148o41 148.86 147.75
C 149.48 149.37 149.41 149.12 149.38 148.28

very strong. Even when both are combined, as in Scenario 6B, the total reduction in

enplanements is only 1.5% from what would be generated by purely isomorphic growth.

Put another way, the percentage of trips using connecting service drops from 33% in IA to

31% in 6B.

The introduction of a smaller airplane, the so-called regional jet, as an option to

serve the system has the surprising effect of increasing slightly the total number of

enplanements in the system. According to model, the jet would be used more to bolster

frequency in highly competitive markets than to overfly hubs. The failure to consider

capacity limitations at major hub airports in the model makes this result somewhat suspect.

Perhaps the most important system wide impacts concern the overall market shares

of U.S. and Canadian airlines. This is a good measure of how different scenarios and

bilateral arrangements affect the competitive balance between the two nations’ airlines.

Table 7 presents these results in terms of the Canadian market share--the total number of

passengers enplaned by Canadian airlines over the number of enplanements within the

system. Two results emerge from Table 7. First, the Canadian airline market share remains

quite stable for bilateral agreements that do not permit cabotage--altematives 1, 2, and 3.

Second, bilaterals involving cabotage have a much stronger impact on market share. If only

Canadian airlines can exercise cabotage rights--a reasonable possibility in light of the larger

number of potential sites for new hubs on the U.S. side the border--they gain additional

market share of 0°5%. On the other hand, if the cabotage agreement results in U.S. airlines

gaining access to Canada’s major hubs, the impact swings sharply in the other direction: a

1-2 percentage point ioss in market share for Canadian airlines.

Table 7 also shows that an increase of 50% in the Ievel of demand slightly increases

Canadians market share, as does the introduction of the regional jet. These impacts are

marginal, and do not alter the pattern of bilateral impacts except by increasing the viability

of the smaller U.S. hubs in which Canadian airlines establish hubs under cabotage.
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Table 7

Canadian Airline Overall Traffic Share (per cent)

1 2 3 4 5 6
A 4.68 4.62 4.58 5.08 2.93 3.34
B 4.74 4.63 4.63 5.39 2.97 3.80
C 4.79 4.69 4.65 5.37 3.09 3.84

4.2 Regional Traffic Impact

The results disaggregated by segment type: U.S. domestic, Canadian domestic, and

transborder are presented in Table 8. Total passengers carded on each segment type,again

based on aa index in which scenario 1-A values are set to 100.

Table 8 shows that the Canadian domestic and transborder markets are more

sensitive to changes in the bilateral agreement ruIes than the U.S. domestic market. In

general, increases in liberalization lead to higher transborder flows and lower Canadian

domestic ones. The higher transborder flows result from increases in transborder hubbing-

-the: muting of traffic from a domestic market in one country through hubs of the other

country. The decrease in flow on Canadian segments--as well as the much smaller

decrease for U.S. ones--refects both increased use of non-stop service by transborder

passengers and increased transborder hubbing by domestic ones. The Canadian segments

are more strongly affected by these changes because a higher proportion of Canadian

ma:rkets can be served through UoS. hubs than vice versa. The increase of 50% in the total

level of demand and the introduction of the regional jet serving the system tend to

strengthen each of the above effects by encouraging more traasborder hubbing and

increasing the availability of non-stop service to transborder passengers. On the other hand,

cabotage-induced hubbing by U.S. airlines in Canada assumed in scenarios 5 and 6

increases the am’activeness of service alternatives not involving transborder hubbing to

C~taadian domestic passengers, resulting in some curtailment of transborder segment flow

and some increase in Canadian domestic segment flow.

Table 9 shows Canadian airline market share in the different segment categories

under the different policy alternatives and scenarios. Two main results emerge. First, there

is a pronounced asymmetry with regard to the market shares to be attained by U.S. and

Canadian airlines in one another’s countries under cabotage. Canadian aklines’ ability to
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Table 8

Enplanements Index

(by Type of Segment)

Scenario Number Segment Type

US Domestic Canadian Transborder
Domestic

i A 100.00 100.00 100.00
B 148.87 149.74 150.06
C 149.44 I50.01 150.09

2 A 99.96 98.89 101.06
B 148.86 147.41 151.92
C i49.37 147.77 151.92

3 A 99.93 96.69 I05.32
B 148.80 143.67 161.27
C 149.31 143.10 163.60

4 A 99.61 95.60 107.43
B 148.31 143.14 161.05
C i49.03 142.62 163.51

5 A 99.83 99.88 105.13
B 148.68 147.67 158.38
C 149.14 148.98 159.39

6 A 99.00 99.17 104.26
B 147.46 148.50 157.44
C 147.97 149.08 158.57

hub in smaller U.S. cities might afford a market share of less than 1 per cent of U.S.

domestic segments, as compared with a Canadian domestic segment share of nearly 40 per

cent for U.So airlines should they gain access to the major Canadian hubs. The latter also

increases substantially the imbalance between two countries’ market shares in the

transborder market. Second, the combination of demand growth and the introduction of the

regional jet benefits Canadian competitiveness in transborder markets. This reflects the use

of the jet by Canadian airlines in order to offer competitive frequencies in transborder

markets where U.S. airlines have stronger feed°
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Table 9

Canadian Traffic Share (per cent)
(by Segment Type)

Scenario Number Segment Type
US Domestic Canadian Transborder

Domestic
1 A 0.00 100.00 24.30

B 0.00 100.00 25.50
C 0.00 100.00 28.00

2 A 0.00 100.00 23.40
B 0.00 100.00 23.40
C 0.00 100.00 25.90

3 A 0.00 100.00 24.00
B 0.00 100.00 25.80
C 0.00 100.00 27.40

4 A 0.00 100.00 24.20
B 0.00 100.00 24.60
C 0.00 100.00 27.00

5 A 0.00 60.00 18.40
B 0.00 62.00 17.70
C 0.00 61.98 21.60

6 A 0.56 60.00 15.30
B 0.87 61.30 17.90
C 0.83 61.20 20.70

4.3 Impacts on Individual Airports

As the third and final stage of our analysis, the impact of the alternative bilaterats

and scenarios on selected airports in Canada and in the United States was examined. The

airports were selected on the basis of their importance in transborder travel. In Canada they

include Vancouver, Calgary, Winnipeg, Toronto, Montreal, and Halifax. The U.S.

counterparts are New York, MiIwaukee, Boston, Portland, and Chicago. Milwaukee and

Portland are considered because they were assumed hub locations for Canadian airlines

under policy alternatives 4 and 6.

Table 10 presents an evaluation of the total traffic changes in the selected Canadian

airports. As in the previous tables, the results are presented in index form relative to the

baseline scenario. Traffic at the different airports respond differently to the different

bilateral policies. Vancouver, Winnipeg, and Ha!ifax are the least sensitive, a consequence

of the predominance of local passengers in their traffic bases. Toronto, Montreal, and

Calgary are somewhat more sensitive. Toronto, for instance, experiences a 1.5 per cent

traffic drop under 3A, a 2 per cent drop under 4A, and a 6 per cent increase under 6A. The

reductions reflect increased opportunities to overfly Toronto as a consequence of re~latory
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liberalization, while the increase is the result of the additional hub airline at Toronto

assumed to result from U.S. airline cabotage rights. Montreal and Calgary follow similar

patterns, except that the new hubs in Toronto and Vancouver under cabomge reduce their

traffic.

Table 10

Total Traffic Changes in Canadian Hubs

Scenario Number Canadian Hubs
Van Calgary Winn Toronto Mon Halifax

1 A 100.00 10(3.00 100.00 I00.00 I00o00 I00.00
]3 149.96 147.99 149.89 150.28 149.87 149.54
C 150.15 148o47 149.90 I50.2 151.09 149.59

2 A 99.06 99.61 99.99 99.14 98.56 101.82
B 148.94 147.58 149.88 147.48 148.01 152.34
C 149.18 148.05 I49.88 147.78 148.85 152.39

3 A 99.04 99.58 99.98 98.72 96.13 101.84
13 149.44 145.84 149.90 147.3 144.99 152.39
C 149.62 146.39 t49.89 148.35 142.68 152.47

4 A 99.13 97.45 99.99 97.99 96.21 101.87
13 148.76 145.89 149.90 146.37 144.61 152.61
C 149.26 146.45 t49.90 147.37 142.61 152.47

5 A 100.48 93.09 99.98 108.74 92.13 101.68
]3 t49.21 140.93 149.90 159.54 137.08 152.39
C 150.16 142.46 149.89 162.26 136.87 152.t3

6 A 100.44 93.05 99.99 106.59 °92.22 101.73
13 148.85 142.38 149.89 160.4 136.96 152.39
C 149.54 142.48 149.87 162.07 137.11 152.32

The increase in the level of demand and the inlroduction of the regional jet have

minimal impacts on the distribution of traffic among the Canadian airports. Traffic

increases match demand increases exactly, with the single exception of Calgary. This

stability results from the high level of concentration of the Canadian network, under which

very few additional flight segments would be made economically viable by either demand

growth or aircraft size reduction.

Table 11 presents Canadian airline market shares at the six Canadian airports.

Under policy alternatives 2 and 3, market shares at Halifax and Winnipeg are reduced as a

consequence of U.S. carrier entry-otherwise the bilateral changes not involving cabotage

have very little impact. Under policy alternatives 5 and 6, the establishment of U.S. hubs in

Canada has a very strong impact on Canadian airline market shares at each of the Canadian

airports.
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Table 12 presents an evaIuadon of the change in total enplanements in five selected

U.S airports: New York, Milwau.kee, Boston, Portland, and Chicago. The bilateral

ahematives do not have a significant impact in the total traffic in the selected airports

because the transborder market represents a small percentage of this traffic. Liberalization

doe,,; appear to have a slight tendency to shift traffic from the larger cities--New York and

Chicago--to the smaller ones. Demand growth appears to result in a similar shift, but the

in~xtuction of the regional jet has mixed effects, with New York losing and Chicago

gaining traffic after its introduction. This difference reflects the greater impona_nce of feed

Table 11

Canadian Airlines Market Share
(a~ six Canadian Airports)

Canadian Hubs
Scenario Number

Van Calgary Winn Toronto Moat Halifax
1 A 80.70 89.30 91.20 76.30 71.00 100.00

B 81.00 89.10 90.10 76.80 71.70 100.013
C 81.30 89.20 90.90 77.80 73.10 100.00

2 A 81.10 88.80 89.80 76.90 70.50 87.40
B 81.10 88.50 89.10 76.50 71.20 87.50

C 81.40 88.60 89°20 77.20 73.10 87.80

3 A 81.20 88.90 82.20 77.40 69.60 87.30

B 82.10 88.40 80.30 77.60 70.80 88.10

C 82.20 88.50 80.00 78.20 71.60 87.30

4 A 81.90 88.40 79.20 77.20 69.90 87.40

B 81.70 88.40 80.30 77.00 70.20 89.20
C 82.00 88.50 80.10 78.00 71.50 87.70

5 A 46.30 63.90 52.70 41.10 54.10 55.I0

B 47.90 64090 53.90 41.60 54.10 58.70

C 49.00 65.40 56.60 43.10 55.40 59.10

6 A 47.10 62.60 51.60 37.60 54.90 55.60

B 46.90 65.20 53.60 41.40 53.80 58.60

C 49.20 65.30 54.60 41.50 55.10 58.80

traffic in Chicago, which causes Canadian airlines to use regional jet for Chicago services

as a means of compensating for its feed disadvantage.
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Table 12

Evaluation of Changes in Total Enplanements
Selected US Airports ( Scenario 6A = I00)

Scenario Number U.S. Hubs
NYK MKE BOS POR ORD

t A 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

B 149.71 149.88 150.99 I49.89 145.36
C I46.10 149.88 152.70 149.89 149.13

2 A 98.60 100.00 100.26 99.99 99.52
B 146.26 I49,88 151.46 149.89 144.06

C 144.01 149.88 152.95 149.89 147.96

3 A 98.75 I00.00 100.35 100.00 99.47
B 146.05 149.88 151.34 149.89 144.41

C 143.59 149.87 163.40 149.89 148.05
4 A 98.59 100.00 100.27 105.50 96.97

B 147.78 I49.88 151.35 156.31 142.96
C 144.89 149.88 153.19 156.46 I47.96

5 A 98.36 99.99 100ol 1 99.99 99.49
B 145.50 149.88 151.14 149.89 143.28
C 143.59 149.88 152.60 149.90 147.80

6 A 98.87 99.99 100.11 105.34 99.33
B 148o47 149.88 151.08 156.00 147.06
C 145.71 149.87 152.16 156.64 I53.00

5.0 Summary and Conclusions

Changes in the bilateral between Canada and the U.S. does not have a significant

effect on the total amount of passenger traffic in the system but rather effects the

distribution of traffic between countries and among carriers and airports.21 A change in the

bilateral can therefore clearly effect the financial forames of some carriers and the

management problems of individual airports.

The results of the analysis indicates that for the system as a whole open skies leads

to an increase in the number of hubs and as a consequence there are fewer connecting

passengers in Canada. This result is independent of the level of demand. As demand does

grow the number of routes which are able to support direct O-D service increases.

Canadian market shares are stable for all bilateral agreements which do not permit cabotage.

In all scenarios up to cabotage, scenarios I through 3, both countries gain from a change in

the bilateral There are neither airlines nor airports in either country which have been

21 There is some growth in traffic with scenarios 1 through 3 due to the increase in the quality of service in

both countries.
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marred and the quality of service will have risen since the service options make the quality

of service higher for travellers in both countries. Introducing market growth or a regional

jet does not alter this conclusion.

The Canadian market -domestic and transborder- are both affected by the degree of

both effected by the degree of libemfzation contained in the bilateral agreement. As

liberalization increases transborder flows increase to the point of cabot,age. The liberalized

bilateral results in greater transborder hubbing for )Canadian) domestic passengers and 

increase in direct transborder service. Beyond this point the increase is mitigated as U.S.

carriers move into the Canadian domestic market and capture domestic passengers at their

Canadian hubs. Alternatively, if Canadian airlines are able to establish hubs at smaller U.S.

cities, this would increase their competitive position on transborder flows. It is after

scenario 3 that the real uncertainty for both airlines and current hub airports of the

consequences of moving to cabotage enters.

Two key results of the modelling effort are the pronounced asymmetry with respect

to market shares attained by U.S. and Canadian airlines in each others country under

cabotage. Canada can generally be expected to hub in smaller U.S. cities and therefore

obtain less than I% of the U.S. domestic market while U.S. carriers would gain 40% of

the’. Canadian domestic market as major airports in Canada are relatively more accessible?2

The latter resuh increases significantly the imbalance between each country’s market share

in the transborder market. Demand growth and the regional jet does tend to mitigate these

results somewhat as both increase Canada’s competitiveness on transborder markets.

Different bilateral policies have considerable and varying effects for different

aiaports. For example, under open skies Pearson International in Toronto has a 6% increase

in traffic while under scenario 3A and 42%, it has a 1.3% and 2% reduction, respectively.

Demand growth and the introduction of the regional jet both have minimal impact on the

distribution of traffic among Canadian airports. Major capacity investments are planned for

both Pearson and Vancouver International and an assessment of these investments should

not be divorced from a decision regarding future bilateral policy.

Service to small centres in Canada may also be affected by changes in the bilateral. With

demand growth spokes in a hub network may be replaced by direct O-D service and if the direct

service siphons sufficient passengers the service to the hub may be reduced or even curtailed°

The net effect may be that the increase in service from the direct flights would be more than offset

22 1% of the U.S. market is equivalent to 14% of the Canadian market while 40% of the Canadian market
is equal to approximately 2.8% of the U.So market
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~by the reduction ha service to the domestic hub. Small markets in the U.S. would be relatively

unaffected due to their size.

Canada may wish to reevaluate their open sides position contained in the ’new ’bilaterl’

proposal. The current UoS. proposal provides more benefits for Canada than the current

Canadian proposal. Alternatively, Canada may wish to modify their open skies proposal with

’fences’ established resuScting access to major Can~ian hubs at Toronto and Vancouver just as

Canadian airlines are restricted at major American hubs.23

23 Indeed, restrictions could be used to effectively address the issue of preclearence at major airports ha
Canada a factor which gives American carders a competitive advantage
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